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Review Session overview 
● Materials already tested upto Midterm 2

○ Macromolecules and interactions
○ Transcription, translation 
○ Operons

● Materials not tested yet:
○ Metabolism (Glycolysis, TCA, Cellular 

respiration and Calvin cycle)
○ Fermentation

● Tips for studying and how to make your 
cheat sheet 

● Q/A

Please know this review session only covers the 
important concepts so it is not a replacement for 
your lecture slides and class materials! 



Cell Properties 
Differences between eukaryotes and 
prokaryotes:



Macromolecules and Diffusion

ANS: Lipids - no monomer unit, have no polarity 
and directionality



Membrane transport



Bonds/Interaction
--- PUT IN YOUR CHEATSHEET



Protein Structure 



Nucleic Acid Structure



More on DNA structures...



Important studying tips from the 
macromolecules:
● Make sure you understand the interactions and how those 

determine their structure and function
● The properties of their monomers determine the interactions



DNA Replication



Questions?

?



Gene Structure
- Gene definition

- “A sequence of DNA from which an RNA transcript is made”
- Gene components

- Promoter (green)
- Transcribed region (grey)
- Terminator (pink)

- “Upstream vs. downstream” 
- Upstream: towards the promoter 
- Downstream: towards the terminator
- Relative to X

- Template vs. coding strand 
- mRNA complementary to template 
- mRNA same sequence as coding strand (U replaces A)
- Always transcribe from promoter to terminator



Information flow 



DNA Transcription 
- Eukaryotic vs. Prokaryotic 

- Promoter 
- -35 and -10 box (proK)
- TATA box (euK)

- Transcription factor (TF) (recruits RNA POL) 
- Sigma factor 
- TBP + general transcription factors

- Transcriptional control 
- Determined by how often and strongly TFs bind 
- Determined by strength of promoter



*Eukaryotic* mRNA Processing



Summary 
- Apply everything that we’ve learned! 
- Good thing to add to your cheat sheet !



Translation (Protein Synthesis) 



Anticodon (*tRNA*) + codon (mRNA)



Micrographs!
Which is bacterial, and which is eukaryotic? 

N and C termini of the green polypeptide? 



Gene Regulation
- Positive - Regulatory protein (activator) binds activator binding site (operator region) → increases transcription
- Negative - Regulatory protein (repressor) binds repressor binding site (operator region) → decreases transcription
- Basal vs. constitutive transcription



General operon + Lac operon 



Lac Operon



Hardest question



Mal Operon 



Mal Operon



Hardest Question



Questions?

?



Start of unit 4! Intro to metabolism



Classification of organisms



Respiration and Redox
Note

- Free Energy (G) 
- Function of change in H and S! 

- Enthalpy (H) 
- Strength of chemical bonds
- ***is proportional to G***

- Entropy (S) 
- Motional freedom



Metabolic Reactions



Redox 



Redox Question



Recall!



Fermentation and PP-TCA 



Pyruvate processing and the TCA 



End of content review! 
The term isn’t over yet so there is still more material to cover such as: 

- Chloroplast details
- Calvin Cycle 
- Structure

- Cellular Respiration
-



Study plan 

● Start by studying lecture slides! Make sure you understand the concepts and how they relate 
● Go through all the worksheets and clicker questions
● Solve all the practice questions
● Understand the mark scheme
● Make a nice cheat sheet! (More on it later)

General 

● Use Piazza
● And of course, use AMS Group Tutoring until end of Next Week! (After Dec. 5 TBD) 
● AMS Private Tutoring (whenever) (info: 

https://www.ams.ubc.ca/student-services/tutoring/?fbclid=IwAR3rjRyRhOWjGIpnO1fd3TXSt-fP5BB
D_8jqbLk5KseZ3slnmZS8qGnaYAE)



Cheat sheet tips!
1. Write down the steps you’d take in the central dogma, including all the important directionalities
2. Write down the bond interactions table
3. Draw the monomers and their types of interaction
4. Triplet codon table 
5. Classification of organisms table
6. Directionality of monomer to polymer growth (for protein, DNA replication, transcription and translation)
7. Draw inputs/outputs + locations of metabolic reactions (fermentation, glycolysis, TCA, cellular resp.) 

General:

8. Don’t crowd your cheat sheet with too much info, you will never use them in the exam!
9. Put things you don’t want to memorize

10. Even if it’s open book, it’s good to have this info “on hand” 



Q?



GOOD LUCK! 
Here’s a video of a monkey flipping 

on ice for some destresso time- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=gOPUGTrHaO4

Acknowledgment: Slides are taken from Dr. Jared Taylor 
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